
Fiber Circuits Phone Systems/PBXGuest Wi-Fi/
Managed Internet
Services

DIRECTV Content CCTV Audio/Visual

24/7/365 
US-Based
Support

Low Voltage Wiring POTS-ON-DEMAND

Touchscreen
Kiosks & Public
Signage

Interactive 
TV & 
Casting

DigiHD ITV
Mobile
Application
 

DigiMobile DigiPublic

TM

A Cellular/SIP
Appliance that
replaces copper
POTS lines 

Total Unified Technology Solution



Broadband Hospitality is dedicated to helping
your hotel decrease costs and perform
better. Serving hospitality for over 25 years,
we specialize in bundling services to give you
the best level of support, with one number to
call and one bill. Our collaborative, guest-
centric approach is customizable, scalable,
and always cost-effective. 

SUPPORT:

connect@bbhnow.com
330-629-8848

800-440-7008

Our knowledgeable support team provides
Level 1, 2 and 3 support—all answered in our
U.S.-based NOC, 24/7/365. 

www.broadbandhospitality.com

Technology that
helps you 
perform better
while saving costs.

“The great thing about BBH is that in
times of challenges—when there is
something we need—the service level
has been extraordinary.” 

 
- Nathan Beck, SVP Property Operations,
Nationwide Property Management
Company, LLC

FIBER CIRCUITS - We ensure your efficient
build-out -- or seamless upgrade – with a
dedicated support team from start to finish
GUEST WI-FI - Fast, reliable and fully
supported 24/7. Tier options available.
POTS-ON-DEMAND - A Cellular/SIP
appliance that replaces copper POTS lines
TV SOLUTIONS (DIRECTV) - the ultimate
high-def experience for your guests
CCTV - Capture and monitor every inch and
angle of your property to maintain a safe,
secure guest environment at all times
PBX PLATFORM - Customizable and cost-
effective Cloud or On-Premise PBX VoIP
and analog phone solutions; SIP services,
POTS lines, Cost Analytics
LOW VOLTAGE CABLING - Emphasis on
safety and performance while saving stress,
time and money
AUDIO VISUAL - Background music, AV
conference equipment, including setup and
support
DIGIMOBILE - Customizable, brandable
mobile app for Guest and Staff
communication, keyless entry, and
property information
DIGI ITV - Maximize guest in-room
experience with custom messaging, video
streaming and screen-casting
DIGIPUBLIC - Display-only and touch-
screen kiosk modes to loop promo info, or
enable real-time services

CONTACT:


